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We are all on a debt-filled train that is eventually going to crash, and if you are on it, it won’t stop
to let you off first. Jumping at the last minute is not a good option, either. So what do you do?
You take action now, while you have time.
Last week I gave you some rules to follow with your investments. They were necessarily general
because I’m writing to a broad audience. Today, I will get more specific by discussing some
possible strategies for high-net-worth “accredited investors.”
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However, you should read this important information even if you aren’t wealthy. You might get
there someday and it will help prepare you for it. “Someday” could be sooner than you think,
too. The Great Reset will rearrange much of the world’s wealth and some people will see their
financial condition change quickly, either for worse or better. There will be some enormously
positive opportunities.
And as we will see, many strategies that are currently available only to accredited investors
are slowly showing up in lower-cost, publicly accessible ETFs and other instruments around
the world. There is truly a fintech-driven revolution going on in the financial industry. For we
who make our living in that world, the changes seem to intensify almost daily. As I will discuss
at the end of this letter, these changes are forcing me to update my own business model. So
opportunities not available to you today may very well be available next quarter or next year.
You and your advisors need to stay in the loop.
The broader point: Whatever our current circumstances, we can all do things to prepare for the
radically different world I think will unfold in these years. You need to make the most of what you
have. I want to help by meeting you where you are. Fortunately, I have multiple ways to do that,
as you’ll see below. Stick with me and we’ll get through this together.

Take a Deep Breath: It’s Going to Get Better
Now, I know I have used a train wreck metaphor for this series. That sounds pretty bad, doesn’t
it? And the portfolios of most investors truly will look like they have gone through a train wreck.
But you don’t have to be one of them.
The world itself is not going to be a train wreck. The world will be much better in 20 years, and
in many ways even in 10 years.
•

We will still be eating—both going out and cooking in—and that means there will still
be agriculture and ways to bring that food to you. Now, the way your food is grown
and harvested and delivered to you may very well change. That will happen in the
background. You just want your food to show up when you’re hungry, be well prepared,
taste fabulous, and keep you healthy.

•

We will still get together with friends. Travel will be easier, communications will be
cheaper and faster and better.

•

I can’t even begin to explain how much better healthcare and biotechnology will be. I’m
willing to bet a considerable sum that cancer will have been reduced to a nuisance in
10 years, but I really think it’s more like five years. Other mind-boggling treatments are
coming. Nobody will want to go back to the good old days of 2018.

•

We will have fantastic investment opportunities in this new world. There will truly be
massive fortunes made and you will have the chance to participate. And while I’ve talked
about the disappearance of many jobs, most workers will adapt and survive. New jobs
will appear, although some of us old dogs may have to learn a few new tricks.
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In short, I am an optimist about the future but a realist about our portfolios. Business (and
investment) as usual is not going to cut it. If you are holding the traditional 60/40 portfolio,
thinking it will get you to the other side of The Great Reset, I think you will be disappointed.
My goal—and it is a deeply personal, almost spiritual quest—is to help my friends and readers
reach that brighter future with their spending power intact in a very tumultuous economic and
financial world.
Let me put it this way. Imagine I had come to you in early 1929 and told you about the Great
Depression. If you believed me, you would have changed your life and your investments,
preparing to protect your assets and take advantage of opportunities.
So I’m whispering now. Get prepared. We have time. Shane and I are making rather large
changes ourselves, actually eating my own cooking, so to speak. This isn’t just theoretical to
me.
With that said, let’s jump into the letter.

Too Much Protection
Ideally, the investment process for two otherwise similar people would be much the same
whether each has a little money or a lot. The only difference would be the number of shares
they own. Unfortunately, it is not that simple.
One reason: The government tries to protect small investors from making mistakes or being
defrauded. That’s not entirely bad. I am actually a believer in financial regulation. Swindlers
frequently prey on the uninformed and desperate. But in the US, our laws do it by making
certain kinds of investments available only to “wealthy” people.
You may have heard the term, “accredited investor.” This means certain kinds of businesses, or
individuals with:
•

Net worth over $1 million, excluding the value of their primary residence, or

•

Income over $200,000 in two of the last three years (or $300,000 with spouse) and
reasonable expectation of same this year.

If you qualify by either of those standards, it is sort of like unlocking the next level in the video
game your kids play. You can now enter new territory forbidden to others.
Note the assumption here: If you have this minimal amount of wealth or income, you are
financially sophisticated and no longer need the kind of protection government gives the
masses. This assumption is often wrong. We all know people who don’t have much capital or
income but possess extensive financial expertise. There are also wealthy people who are, shall
we gently say, naïve about money. Our regulatory structure gives too much protection to some
and not enough to others. But it’s what we have so we must deal with it.
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Behind the Door
So, what lies beyond the secret door that being accredited allows you to pass? Even those
who qualify don’t always know. That’s because, in addition to forbidding banks and brokers
from selling these investments publicly, the law sometimes says they can’t even talk about the
investments publicly. Wealthy people often miss out on possibly great investments because they
never hear about them. They, or their brokers and advisers, aren’t in the “deal flow.”
Some incredible deals (I see them all the time) actually aren’t that large, so the large “wire
house” firms ignore them. They have so many brokers with so many clients, they stick with
bigger offerings.
Regional brokers who can take the “smaller deals” are pretty jealous about their own deal flow.
Many private deals are gobbled up by family offices and pension funds too quickly for the rest of
us to get a chance.
As an aside, I’m a real fan of private credit and believe in the future it will be even bigger
than private equity. Banks are being forced out of their traditional role of providing credit to
businesses; and entrepreneurs are stepping in to provide it. Here again, access to deal flow is
important.
The most common opportunities are in unregistered securities—shares of stock that don’t
trade on exchanges and haven’t gone through the normal IPO process. An initial public offering
is usually preceded by one or more private offerings in which wealthy investors can buy a
company’s shares. Sometimes you hear about them because the companies are large and wellknown. Uber, for instance, is a private company whose shareholders are all large investors and
funds. They don’t have to file the kind of quarterly and annual reports required of publicly traded
companies. Thousands of smaller start-ups have similar status.
It is not the case that all these companies are great investments. Many are not. But you can’t
get to the attractive ones unless you are an accredited investor. Many gain exposure by
investing in a venture capital fund, which gives you professional management and additional
diversification. And diversification is important in these types of investments, as many fail and go
bankrupt. Are Uber and Airbnb worth their last valuation round? I have no idea. We will find out
one day.
Private equity is a similar category but typically involves more mature companies. You
sometimes hear about a public company “going private” and delisting from the stock exchange.
This usually means a group of investors bought all the shares, intending to restructure the
business once it is out of the spotlight. You can be one of them if you’re accredited, either
directly or through a private equity fund.
You really have to know who you are working with on private equity funds. Many use leverage
that makes them riskier than they should be. These are for sophisticated investors who have
deep pockets and even better advisors. There are as many varieties of private equity funds
as there are breeds of horses, to use an odd analogy. But just as few of us would consider
ourselves knowledgeable about horses, even fewer are knowledgeable about private equity
funds. Don’t let your investment pay for your college tuition in private equity.
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Hedge funds are another common accredited-only investment. The term is a bit misleading
because many hedge funds don’t hedge. I prefer to call them “Private Investment Funds.” They
work a bit like mutual funds, in that investors pool their money together under a professional
manager’s guidance. But because the investors are all “sophisticated,” hedge fund managers
have more discretion and far less oversight than mutual fund or ETF managers. That can be
great if you are in the right one, but finding them is a challenge. I have spent much of my career
helping investors do this and I still run across great funds I never knew about.
Full disclosure: somewhere north of 20% of my personal investments are in what is typically
classified as hedge funds. I favor diversified trading funds and generally (though I’ve made
exceptions) don’t invest in the classic Jones model “long/short” hedge funds today, because I
think the alpha they once had has dried up for the time being.
Hedge funds (or whatever you call them) cover a bewildering range of asset classes and
investment strategies. Someone out there has a fund doing anything you can imagine, in
any part of the world you can imagine. Right now, it seems like everybody’s putting together
new crypto currency hedge funds. Cannabis is hot (and for good reason). I have always liked
“distressed” hedge funds that buy unwanted assets at ridiculously cheap (at least in hindsight)
prices. A patient team of turnaround artists can unlock the real value. It is an art form and some
of the most storied names on Wall Street are so-called grave dancers. But their clients are very
happy.
I mentioned private credit above, but that was generally about smaller loans. Some large
hedge funds are essentially banks and can do very large deals indeed. Typically, they use
about two times leverage and your capital will have at least a three-year lockup period. Never
invest in a private credit deal that offers deep liquidity but lends long term. The initial returns
may look enticing, but if there is ever a “run” on the fund it can collapse overnight. The terms
of the investment capital and the loans should be roughly equal. You don’t want there to be a
recession where everybody starts trying to withdraw their capital, forcing your fund to sell loans
at ridiculously low prices to those distressed debt funds.
While I can’t mention the fund’s name, a very large fund marked down their portfolio well over
20% during the last credit crisis, but not one client lost money. They were all locked up. By the
time the crisis ran its course, the loans had regained their value and everybody got paid and
made the returns they expected to begin with. Capital and credit were properly aligned.
This is why you need sophisticated advisors to navigate this world. It is not for rookies. While
hedge funds can be rewarding, many are complete disasters. As they say on TV, don’t try this at
home, boys and girls.
That being said, look for funds where management has an edge that is not correlated to the
market. There are more than you might imagine. This is what I mean when I say diversify
trading strategies, not asset classes.
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Real estate is another investment area increasingly dominated by accredited investors. I like
income real estate that is not loaded down with leverage. I don’t personally own any, although
my wife owns a few rental homes in her hometown. I watch from afar, as dealing with renters
and contracts and all that is just too much trouble for me. Then again, I know people who have
made serious money by patiently buying and renting homes over decades.
I don’t want to write a book about hedge funds (I did that some 15 years ago). They have a lot of
drawbacks and many are just asset-gathering schemes to make money for management. Fewer
than 20% of the funds out there would make it through my filters, and a fraction of those actually
get my approval.

Cracks in the Wall
As you can tell, the current situation makes investment planning a lot more complicated for
those with substantial assets. You have more options to consider. But those same assets also
let you hire expert advice, which is definitely a good idea. I think almost all investors should
have one or more investment advisors. Plus, read all you can from trusted sources. (Small plug:
I hope one of those is Mauldin Economics.)
However, in the bigger picture, investment democracy is trying to assert itself. Bankers and
marketers are finding ever-more-innovative ways to make products available to a wider
audience. Strategies once found only in private hedge funds now exist in mutual funds and
ETFs anyone with a few thousand dollars can purchase.
We also see venture capital and private equity increasingly held within otherwise conventional
mutual funds. Regulators permit it so long as these illiquid securities represent only a small
portion of the fund’s assets.
I suspect we’ll see these moves continue and governments should actually encourage them,
simply out of self-defense. I’ve written a lot about pension problems and people not having
sufficient retirement savings. The main reason is that neither workers nor employers are
contributing enough… but it doesn’t help that investment returns are miserably low, too. Locking
people out of the best opportunities simply “protects” them from building the assets they need to
fund a comfortable retirement. It makes little sense and needs to change.
In my own small way, I’m trying to help. At Mauldin Economics we have a crack team of editors
who can show you how to take advantage of today’s best opportunities. You heard some of
them in the special reports “Bull or Bust” videos we published this month. Jared Dillian, Kevin
Brekke, Patrick Cox, and Robert Ross shared some ideas useful for investors at all levels.
I’ve received quite a few emails from folks who missed out on some of the special reports from
last week, and this week’s presentations. We did have to be strict on the time limit for Bull or
Bust. But don’t worry if you missed out on the three special reports, four presentations, and
trade recommendations. On Monday, we’ll be sending a very special invitation to you. If you
accept, you’ll get permanent access to Bull or Bust as a thank you. Please stay tuned.
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The Best “Strategy” for The Great Reset
We all want our portfolios to perform as well as possible. But simple reality says that apart from
a lucky few who find an investment that really takes off and propels our total net worth, most of
us need more.
Where is net worth truly created? Small businesses, often generational, some of which become
medium and large businesses. More people have made more money all over the world by
starting businesses than any other way. Their businesses will go through The Great Reset,
maybe not in perfect ease, but come out the other side still generating profits for their owners.
Very few places are more open to entrepreneurs than the US but this happens everywhere.
The bulk of the wealth created in China? New businesses. Of course, oligarchies in many Third
World countries make launching new businesses tres difficile. Starting a business isn’t easy
anywhere and most new businesses fail. Do your homework, make sure you have enough
capital and consider taking the leap.
And if you are not the entrepreneur type? Then link up with someone who is, make him or
her successful, and be sure you get a piece for your effort. With so many new business
opportunities and technologies coming, there have never been more options. Look around at
what you know and think how technology can make it better. Then create it. And when we’re
together, tell me your story.

Grand Lake Stream, Maine and Moving On
Next week I once again journey to Camp Kotok at Grand Lake Stream, Maine. I will visit with
old friends, make some new ones, talk economics and investments and try not to let the fishing
get in the way. I think this is my 13th year and it’s always a wonderful reunion. I will have a report
when I get back.
I mentioned above how I was making some changes. I too want to make sure that when we get
to the other side of The Great Reset, I have as much of my capital intact as possible. As part of
this, I am selling my apartment in uptown Dallas and making some other lifestyle changes.
Nobody should feel sorry for me. It’s just a new part of the adventure. However… if you are
interested in a fabulous high-rise apartment with 270 degree views of Dallas, click here. (By the
way, selling a home is high-tech now. Soon you will be viewing homes via augmented reality
sets. It is pretty cool technology.)
I mention that mostly to show I am really serious about this getting-your-life-in-order thing. I am
as “all in” as anyone can be. And while you know what we’re doing at Mauldin Economics, I’m
also making changes in my advisory and brokerage businesses. I want to help as many people
as I possibly can, in as many ways as I possibly can. That means helping advisors and brokers
help their clients. The technology to do this didn’t exist even a few years ago.
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I am committed to helping you. I seriously consider my readers to be my million closest friends.
It’s more than a cute phrase to me. I am optimistic we will have more fun and better lives in the
future if we make the right changes today. I’m right there with you.
And with that, it is time to hit the send button. Have a great week!
Your live-long-and-prosper analyst,

John Mauldin
subscribers@mauldineconomics.com
http://www.mauldineconomics.com/members
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